
Redmine - Feature #8227

My roadmap

2011-04-26 16:47 - Valdir Stiebe Junior

Status: Closed Start date: 2011-04-26

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: My page Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution: Invalid   

Description

Allow filter the roadmap with only assigned to me issues.

Or add a grouping (version, projects) possibility on the "issues assigned to me" on "my page".

History

#1 - 2011-04-26 16:50 - Etienne Massip

- Category set to My page

Why not use the issues list ?

#2 - 2011-04-26 17:14 - Valdir Stiebe Junior

I am using it today. But I miss the "target version" group.

There is any way to edit the "issues assigned to me" filter on my page?

Or we could have a my page item "custom filter" so we can choose an specific filter (with sorted columns) on my page.

Hmm, I think that we could remove this issue.

The grouping feature on the issues list plus the "custom filter" on the my page items will be a better solution.

May I add an issue for eacho of this? "groups on issues list" and "custom filter on my page items".

#3 - 2011-04-26 17:37 - Etienne Massip

Valdir Stiebe Junior wrote:

I am using it today. But I miss the "target version" group.

 Sorry, I meant : "Why not use the issues list in the issues tab ?"

#4 - 2011-04-26 17:48 - Valdir Stiebe Junior

That will work. I saved a filter called "my roadmap".

But I couldn't sort the target version groups.

#5 - 2011-04-26 18:05 - Etienne Massip

Yes, this is a known defect, see #3511.

#6 - 2011-04-26 18:14 - Valdir Stiebe Junior

Ok, thank you Etienne, you may close this Feature Request or mark it as duplicate from #3511.

I will only add a suggestion for allowing custom filters to be added on the "my page".

#7 - 2011-04-26 18:18 - Etienne Massip

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Resolution set to Invalid

Thanks.
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